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I N T R O D U C T I O N
R E L I M I N A R Y investigations were:started on the type of accelerator which is about to be described towards the end of 1945. Successful linear P accelerators using radio-frequency accelerating fields had been previously reported (Sloan.and co-workers 1931 (Sloan.and co-workers , 1934 , and it was apparent that as a result of wartime advances in centjmetre-wave magnetrons and waveguide technique, linear accelerators compared: 'favourably with other forms of particle accelerators. Work began on electron accelerators, electrons being chosen both because of the technical simplidit3 associated with them and because there were important practical a6plications for comparatively low energies, 20 to 50 MeV., in the field of medical therap?. ?he type fi:st investigated was that in which-electrons are accelerated by elqctroq3gnetic waves travelling down a circular corrugated waveguide ; the successful operation ofqan experinxntal model has been reported by Fry and co-worQers (1947) . 1 ' -'r+ '" '-"
The object of the present paper is to set out the main factors influencing the design of a travelling wave accelerator. Although it is not proposed ro make detailed comparisons with other types of linear accelerator, mention will be made of some other methods which are available. The most important and obvious alternative is to accelerate the electrons by passing them through a scries of resonant cavities excited from a radio-frequency source. Successful experiments using this method have been reported from several sources (Bowen, Pulley and Gooden 1946 , Halpern et al. 1946 , .Allen and Symonds. 1947 ) and other more ambitious projects are being dorked upon (Schiff 1946 , Alvarez 1946 , Haxby et al. 1946 , Akeley 1946 , Morrison 1947 , Schultz et ul. 1947 ). It appears that these methods can yield energies comparable with the travelling-wave system, given the same amount of radio-frequency energy and the same overall length of accelerator . There are, however, important practical differences not fully resolved, and neither type has as yet been proved superior to the other.
Another type of combined travelling-wave and resonator accelerator using a rectangular corrugated guide has been investigated by but was not pursued, mainly on account of difficulties of manufacture of the necessary equipment. Travelling-wave systems using various configurations of bent waveguides have also been considered and rejected for reasons of difficulty with focusing, practical inconvenience or sometimes ineficient accelerating performance, for example the coiled-up waveguide (Hudspeth 1946) . Other variations of these methods and a proposal to use a circular waveguide lined with a dielectric tube have also been put forward (Willshaw 1945 ).
The circular corrugated waveguide travelling-wave type accelerator has at least not been found inferior to other methods for the acceleration of electrons ; it has been shown (Cowhig 1946 ) that different methods must be employed for the acceleration of particles at velocities much less than that of light.
2. D E S C R I P T I O N
The basic principles of the travelling-wave accelerator will be described briefly to save reference to other papers.
An electromagnetic wave with a longitudinal electric field component is set UP in a corrugated tube ; this is a circularly symmetrical wave with a field configuration such as is shown in section in figure 1 . If a bunch of electrons situated at X is trakeiiing at a velocity equal to the phase velocity of the wave, the electrons will be subjected to an electric field tending to accelerate them. This with respect to the wave, the position of the bunches will be longitudinally stable provided 0 ( 8 ~7~1 2 , but will tend to diffuse away from the axis of the tube. Thus some form of focusing must be used ; this has so far taken the form of a steady longitudinal magnetic field, the effect of which is discussed in Appendix C. Electrons are injected along the axis in a continuous stream and become bunched, due to the natural longitudinal stability of the accelerating process (Walkinshaw 1948) .
Details of the practical construction of an accelerator are given by Fry and co-workers (1947) , , and Mullett and Loach (1948) .
$ 3 . S O M E PROPERTIES O F T H E C O R R U G A T E D WAVEGUIDE
General
The performance of an accelerator is mainly determined by the properties of the corrugated waveguide. For a general view of the subject it is only necessary to consider these properties for the case where the phase velocity is constant and equal to c, the velocity of light ; the velocity of an electron is where nt,, = rest mass of electron, E =total energy of electron ; hence, since the rest energy nzoc2 is approximately 0.51 MeV., the velocity of the electrons will be very close to that of light except for a short length near the start of an accelerator.
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This initial part, where the velocity is changing rapidly, is vital to the satisfactory working of the accelerator-the waveguide design for this part is dealt with by Walkinshaw (1948) -but the energies obtainable and the general characteristics are almost entirely determined by the main length over which the electrons and the wave will have a velocity very near to that of light. Consequent$ it will be assumed henceforth that the phase velocity of the wave is actually equal to the velczity of light.
The fields iv the'waveguide
The fields in the corrugated waveguide can be very.simply calculated by a method due to Cutler (1944) . This method gives results of sufficient accuracy for the present argument, although more refined calculations (Walkinshaw 1948) are necessary to design the waveguide to the high degree of precisionrequired in an actual accelerator. Cutler assumes that the protuberances on the guide walls are very thin, and very close together compared with the wavelength. Hence the walls may be considered to have a uniform impedance (Booker 1947)) giving simple boundary conditions. The fields in the guide are derived in Appendix A. 'The following are some special features of the wave when er = c : (i) the accelerating field, E,, is uniform over the open part of the tube, so that electrons which are not properly aligned on the axis will still receive the same accelerating field; (ii) equation (A7) shows that, with the same amount of power flowing in each case, the accelerating field is inversely proportional to the square of the inner radius ; (iii) as the inner radius decreases, the fields inside the corrugations tend to those in an ordinary TM,,, resonator, and, for the small inner radii used, the fields are not -very different from those in the outer portions of such resonators.
Attenuation of the waveguide
It will be assumed that the electronic current passing down the guide is so small that power absorption due to it is negligible, and that the sole cause of attenuation is absorption of the wave by the walls of the tube. This may not be true in certain practical cases, but the effect is readily allowed for in cases of large .electron currents, and the small current case is of sufficient importance to justify its exclusive study.
To calculate absorption by the walls it will be assumed that the fields remain the same as those already given, even when a finite corrugation spacing is used. has shown that it is not desirable to use corrugation spacings .exceeding about one-fifth of a wavelength, i.e. N -5 in figure 1, for which this assumption is justified. The usual methods (Schelkunoff 1943) are used for finding the attenuation in waveguides.
The attenuation constant is
where W=power flow past any point in the guide, and w =power per metre absorbed by walls at the same point. The power absorbed is given by
where H=magnetic field on the metal surfaces of the guide, H*=complex eonjugate of H , R =intrinsic resistance of the metal = 4(7rpc/&g)) p =permeability .of metal, g =conductivity of metal. The integration is carried out over the whole surface of the metal boundaries over a unit length of pipe, the fields being assumed the same as in the absence of attenuation. I t follows from (2) and (3) that the attenuation can be written where uo is a function of the properties of the metal and the geometry of the guide. When the phase velocity is fixed (e.g. v = c), the geometry is specified by a/Ao, the ratio of the inner radius of the guide to the wavelength, and N , the number of corrugations per wavelength.
Most of the loss is found to occur in the plane dividing walls between the corrugations, so that the attenuation is roughly proportional to N ; an v the variation with a/& is not so simple and is best found 'numerically. The attenuation has been 10 computed for a copper tube with N = l O and with v = c, and the result is shown in figure 2, which gives cco as a function of aih,.
- This is a maximum because it assumes that the electron travels all the time in the maximum accelerating field. This is not quite attainable in practice because insufficient electrons would be captured at the start of the accelerator (Walkinshaw 1948) and because it -is not a position of stable phase equilibrium. However, experiments with the 0.5 MeV. accelerator have shown that about half the possible electron output can be obtained at a phase corresponding to an accelerating field greater than 90% of the maximum; under these conditions the output current may be restored to its full value by injecting more electrons at the beginning. This, together with the possibility of varying the phase along the accelerator, indicates that (5) over-estimates the attainable energies by not more than 10%. No correction will be included in the results, but the effect should not be forgotten.
The power travelling down the tube is
. .(6)
Substituting where WO =power fed into the beginning of the waveguide at z = 0.
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from ( 6 ) and (At)) into ( 5 ) and integrating, V~6~98(A,/a2))z/W,(
whence from ( It should be noted that the energy limitation represented by the envelope curve is entirely due to attenuation ; other, often more serious, limitations will; be discussed later. It can be shown * that, using the optimum value of a/Ao, the attainable electron energy is about 90% of that in the ideal, but hypothetical, case where all the power is dissipated in the tube and the accelerating field is uniform along the length. The conditions on the envelope curve are very close to those which give this 90% of the ideal energy. Thus it will be seen that the system of acceleration is not inherently inefficient in spite of the progressive falling off in accelerating field along the tube and the power remaining at the end, which has t o be absorbed in an artificial load. Improvement could be effected by such means as reducing a/A, as the end of the accelerator is approached, but the advantage is too small for such complications to be practicable.
* The problem is formally identlcal to that of determmmg the effect of aperture distrlbutlon
ki h e a r aerial arrays, and has been studied in detail in this connectlon.
Efect of wavelength and temperature variation, and group velocity
In an ideal accelerator the phase velocity of the wave would remain unchanged as the applied frequency is altered. In a corrugated waveguide this is by no means the case, and the phase velocity changes rapidly with applied frequency because a large amount of energy is stored in the corrugations and the guide acts as a dispersive medium. This is expressed by means of the concept of group velocity (Appendix B), and figure 2 shows vg/v, plotted as a function of alh,.
If the waveguide is designed to have the correct phase velocity at a certain wavelength, then altering this wavelength will change the phase velocity, and the particles being accelerated will fail to remain in the correct phase relationship with the wave. Due to the low group velocity in the guide, this effect can be very serious. T o calculate the phasing errors which occur it will be convenient to assume that the particle velocity remains unchanged, which will be very approximately true for particles having a high energy and a velocity approaching that of light.
If the particle velocity is constant, and equal to U, this becomes The phase of a particle in the wave, at position z and time t , is 4 = wt -2nz/AB.
A, A0 A, vg For the case of interest, where v = U = c, this can be written Thus if a ceftain permissible phase error, d4, is chosen, contours of the corresponding permissible wavelength error, ~A,dA,/Ao, can be drawn on figures 3 and 4. Two such contours are shown for the case of a phase error of 2rr/10 radians.
The arbitrarily chosen error of 2~1 1 0 is probably rather larger than can be tolerated in practice, and so the results shown are a conservative estimate of the extremely high wavelength stability which is required. The inherent instability of most practical sources would impose very serious limitations on the performance, and it will usually be necessary to incorporate some device for adjusting the wavelength of the source. By this means it should be possible to counteract all but the most ,rapid variations of wavelength.
Thermal expansion of the waveguide has practically the same effect as the same proportional change of wavelength, but in the opposite sense. Consider a uniform linear expansion of the waveguide accompanied by the same proportionate increase of wavelength. The wavelength in the guide, A,, will increase in the same proportion and the phase velocity will remain unchanged ; hence the phasing of the electrons with respect to the wave will be unaffected. If the wavelength is now restored to its original value, the effect of the change will be the same as if only the linear expansion had taken place. Hence, for small changes, the, phase errors caused by a uniform linear expansion are the same as those caused by the same proportionate change of wavelength in the opposite sense.
The coefficient of expansion of copper is about 1.6 x Thus a change of 1 "~. in guide temperature is equivalent to a wavelength change dAo/Ao = -1.6 x I n figure 4, therefore, the wavelength tolerance contours of dA,/A, = t-1.67 x 10-4 are equivalent to temperature tolerances of T 6" C. and F IO" c. respectively. and
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The actual phase errors in any accelerator will be the bum of the errors caused by wavelength and temperature changes. Where only wavelength tolerances are given these should be considered as representing the sum of both tolerances.
The practical effect of temperature changes is not nearly so serious as that of wavelength changes because they occur slowly, and any uniform change can be compensated by altering *the wavelength of the power source. Thus it is only necessary to reduce temperature differences between different parts of the waveguide, and the effect of any remaining temperature differences will certainly be less than that of the same uniform temperature changes, which have already been calculated.
The foregoing estimate of the permissible wavelength variations has been based upon the assumption of a single frequency of oscillation. I n practice, linear accelerators must usually be operated from pulsed sources in order t o obtain sufficient radio-frequency power ; this involves the application of a whole spectrum of frequencies. The steady-state stabilities give a first approximation to those required under pulsed conditions, but various anomalies and difficulties arise in connection with the use of very short pulses, and the problem requires. further investigation. The minimum pulse duration which can be used is governed by the time required to bujld up the wave in the corrugated tube; to a first approximation this is equal to the length of tube divided by the group velocity. The accelerator will only be operative during that portion of the applied pulse which occurs after the wave has had time to build up.
Dimensional tolerances
The effect of one class of dimensional variation-thermal expansion-has already been considered and, from the results which were obtained, it will have been evident that the waveguide dimensions must be so accurately determined that no normal workshop process could be used t o manufacture the guide. It also appears most unlikely, from the results of experiment (Mullett and Loach 1948) , that the guide could be designed with sufficient accuracy, even were the former limitation removed, except perhaps by long and costly experiment. However, these difficulties can be circumvented to some extent, and it is necessary to discuss the point in more detail, because it has an important bearing upon the design of an accelerator.
It has already been shown that the phase velocity of the wave must correspond to the electron velocity so closely that the relative phase difference between electron and wave does not become excessive. Nevertheless relatively large errors in phase velocity are permissible locally provided they are not cumulative. Thus an accelerator could be constructed from sections of guide with relatively large velocity errors' if some subsequent means of phase adjustment can be provided between the sections. It is anticipated that this can be done by interposing betweenssections short lengths of corrugated guide, which can be made or selected from a stock. This procedure should be easily applicable, provided the number of adjustment points which are required does not become excessive. It is also.
advisable to distinguish between systematic and accidental errors in the guide ;q the former are probably mainly due t o design and the latter to construction.
Little can be said of the systematic erfors, since it is not possible to predict heir. variation with the shape of the guide (U/&). Among the experimental 262 R. B. R.-Shersby-Havvie results of Mullett and Loach (1948) on a guide with a/A,=0.2 and A, = 10 cm. is one showing phase errors of about 18" in a 2-metre length which appear to be mainly systematic errors. It is only possible to assume that in guides with different values of a/& the proportional dimensional errors will remain the same ; it should be possible to reach this standard with a reasonable amount of experiment. On this basis it follows that the number of adjustment points will remain constant in accelerators with constant wavelength tolerance dA,/A, and wavelength A, , but with varying a/h, and total length. It also follows that the spacing between adjustment points is proportional to A, if a/Ao remains constant. The experimental -result quoted shows a phase error of the order of that tolerable, and it can thus be said that adjustment points should be spaced about 2 metres apart in a guide -with a/A,=0.2 and A,= 10 cm. On this assumption a guide with a,lh,=0.1 and A,= 10 cm. would require adjustment points at about 20 cm. spacings. The accidental errors are assumed to be caused by random errors in the dimensions of each cavity in the corrugated guide. These will cause a certain phase error, and the phase errors in each cavity are supposed to be capable of addition to give the total error in a length of guide. Since the sum of such a number of independent errors gives a resultant error whose mean is proportional t o the square root of the number of additions made, the mean phase error in a section of waveguide will be proportional to the square root of its length, in contrast to the case of systematic errors where the resultant phase error was taken as proportional to the length. Over a moderate range of sizes, workshop practick is such that the proportional dimensional errors may be assumed constant. Thus the length of sections between the adjustment points required to compensate ;for.ran.dom errors will be proportional to the wavelength& and can be computed &a function of a/A, by means of the group velocity as already discussed in conneckiomwith .thermal expansion. This type of computation has been carried out, and figurb 5 shows the relative number of adjustment sections required as a function of length of acceleratot. for differenr'values of wavelength iolerance and for the case A,= 10 cm. and N'-10.
Relative Number of Sectlons
The absolute number of sections required is not determinate a t present through lack of experimental evidence, upon which estimate's of errors must 'of course be based. However, although it is known that the accidental errors are in practice negligible compared with the systematic for a/ho = 0.2, it i s clear that the effect of the former increases much more rapidly as a/ho is reduced. Estimates of probable tolerances indicate that the random errors are almost certain to predominate for the case a/Ao=O.l, & = l o cm. and It will be shown in 5 5 that there are certain advantages to be gained by reducing a/& as far as possible. One limit to this process is the resulting increase in waveguide errors and the number of adjustments required to compensate for them. The tolerable number of adjustments is a practical limitation, but it could be very serious if, for example, it were necessary to adjust separately each corrugation cavity. It is hoped that in due course further experimental results will become available to enable absolute values to be given to the errors.
Firstly, increasing the corrugation pitch (i.e. reducing N ) may reduce the accidental errors by reducing the number-of cavities, and it has already been mentioned that pitches corresponding to N=5 are desirable. Secondly, a certain amount of compensation for cumulative errors may sometimes be possible by adjusting the wavelength of the power source.
N = 10.
Two favourable factors have not been mentioned.
4. E F F I C I E N C Y O F A C C E L E R A T O R S
Accelerator performance is affected by the alteration of various waveguide design parameters; help in choice of such parameters is obtained by consideration of concept of accelerator '( efficiency", a figure of merit, defined as n2, where n*= Vz/ WoL ohms/metre; V and W d have' the same meanings as before and L=length of accelerator in metres. The efkiciency figure'has several useful properties. Since both power and length are expensive in cost and space, high efficiency is an indication of economy, Again, high energy accelerators will usually have to be constructed by operating a number of smaller accelerators in cascade. It can be shown that the efficiency of such an accelerator is the same as that of its component accelerators, so that a knowledge of the efficiency of the components enables the overall length and power requirements to be rapidly assessed ; for the same reasons the efficiency is an excellent basis of comparison even between accelerators of widely different design, although it does not take into account wavelength differences and many other features of practical importance. Physically, the efficiency figure is almost the same as the " dynamic resistance " of a unit length of the accelerator, and it-is often useful to think of it as such.
Constant efficiency contours may be plotted on diagrams such a' s figures 3 and 4 (see figure 6 ) . The constant efficiency curves are simply straight Iines with the efficiency proportional to the square of the intercept on the ordinate.
It will be seen at once that the efficiency increases as a/ho is reduced, although a limiting maximum value is eventually reached, and that this increase of efficiency is more.marked in accelerators with a wide wavelength tolerance. Hence there is good reason for attempting to use accelerators made up of a number o f sections
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with small a/& rather than of a smaller number of sections with large a/A,; either the total leagth or total power will be reduced thereby.
The efficiencies obtainable with the corrugated guide appear very low cbmpared with that of the Sloan and Coates accelerator (Sloan 1934) , which was some 15-20 times higher; this is primarily due to the fact that the Sloan and Coates accelerator was designed to accelerate heavy ions, moving very much more slowly than light, so that the field in a cavity resonator (or other resonant circuit) may be used for acceleration several times without introducing much additional loss.
There are so many variables to take into account that it is impossible to lay down any rigid rules of design; it is best to set down the most important considerations and leave details to be determined for any specific case.
One of the first things to decide upon in designing an accelerator is the radio wavelength to be used. As the wavelength is reduced, the efficiency increases slowly (the precise law depends upon the wavelength tolerance and a/A, chosen} and the mass of metal in the waveguide and vacuum system decreases. On the other hand, more power is available from radio valves at longer wavelengths and, while magnetrons can be paralleled (Cowhig and Jones 1947) , this may be an important point if a very high energy accelerator is required. Against this, however, is the fact that large tubes store more energy, so that Longer pulses are required at longer wavelengths: roughly speaking, the build-up time is proportional to wavelength. LESS important points are that wavelength reduction enables the size of focusing coils and their power consumption to be reduced, although too short a wavelength may not allow a sufficient aperture for the passage of electrons. I n general it appears that as short a wavelength as possible is desirable, consistent with obtaining the necessary power.
For a given wavelength and output energy, the approximate efficiency obtainable is known in. terms of the product of length and power. The balance between length and power is mainly one of economy and individual requirements. Short accelerators using high power also require stronger focusing fields and more focusing power than longer ones using less radio-frequency power.
Efficiency demands small a!h,, although there is not much to be gained by going below a certain value. Besides the additional difficulty involved in construction of the guide when a/Ao is reduced, and the resultant increase in the number of phase adjustment points required, the number of separate component accelerators comprised in the whole accelerator is increased and the power has to be split up and fed in at a greater number of points. It is necessary to arrive at a compromise for a long accelerator composed of several sections, but, if the object is to produce the shortest possible accelerator, it will be necessary to reduce a/& as far as possible. The difficulties increase very rapidly as a& is reduced, so that there is a sharp limit to the smallest guide which can be made, although this limit is not yet known; tubes with a/A, as small as 0.15, at a wavelength of 10 cm., have been made without difficulty at Telecommunications Research Establishment. It is estimated that the limit probably lies in the region of a/&=O.l.
None of the factors mentioned above is of course unaffected by the others, although there is a certain degree of independence. As an example of design
The last important choice is probably that of the value of alh,.
Travelling wave linear accelerators 265, procedure some data are reproduced which were computed by Taylor (1946) tp investigate the construction of a 500 MeV. accelerator. T h e length has been fixed arbitrarily and figure 7 shows thepowerrequired, as afunction of the number of component accelerator sections, for three different wavelengths and wavelength tolerances. Many other facts require consideration, but this chart shows clearly the effect of some of the variables and the magnitudes involved. I t should perhaps be added that no decision has been made to construct such an accelerator.
The electron energy obtainable from accelerators has been discussed comprehensively, but little has been said about the beam current obtainable. There are two important limitations to the current-space charge and Frequency tolerance x 1s such that encrgy is limited by attenustion passed currents of up to about 100 ma. during the pulse. The latter limitation merely means that no more electronic energy can be got out of the device than the radio-frequency put in. Thus it should not be difficult to design linear accelerators giving relatively large mean or peak currents, provided sufficient power is available. Indeed, there seems no reason why high energy efficiencies should not be attainable. There are three major advantages where exceedingly high energies are involved (greater than, say, 1000 MeV.) : the fact that the cost is roughly proportional to the electronic output energy required, which appears to be so far a unique feature of linear accelerators, the small amount of power lost by radiation, and the short electron path, as compared with orbital machines, which reduces the vacuum problems. Also, in all linear accelerators the actual electrons are readily led out of the machine.
The construction of two further accelerators is at present contemplated. The first, which is nearly completed, is effectively an extension of the former 0 5 MeV. machine. It is designed to give 4MeV. and has the specification : wavelength = 10 cm. ; a/X, = 0 2 ; injection energy = 50 kev.
Its main object 1s to investigate focusing problems in longer accelerators than the 0.5 MeV. machine. T h e second is a 20 MeV. accelerator of the same length, but much higher efficiency (small a/ho). length = 2 metres ; power = 2 MW. ;
The work on linear accelerators has been the result of the combined efforts of a number of people,and the writer wishes to acknowledge collectively the experimental results and ideas due to his colleagues. This work was carried out as part of the programme of the Atomic Energy Research Establishment, and acknowledgment is made to the Director for permission to publish these results.
A P P E N D I X A F I E L D S I N T H E C O R R U G A T E D T U B E
Consider a waveguide with dimensions and cylindrical coordinate system as shown in figure 1. Using rationalized M.K.S. units, the wave which is of interest can be written, for the inner part of the tube, as The factor expi(wt -8.) is implied for each field component; the losses are assumed negligible for the moment.
Et= --iE,Jo(x~); Ep=Eo(P/x)Jl(x~) ; ~O H V = E O (~/ X ) J I ( X P ) ,
It will be seen that for phase velocities greater than light this wave is the same as the familiar TM,, wave used in smooth-walled tubes (Schelkunoff 1943) .
Again the fields within the Corrugations can be written (Schelkunoff 1943 )
At the boundary where p = b it is necessary to have Ei=O. 
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The special case where v = c is of particular importance for present purposes. Substituting this value of v in (Al) and (A6), it is found that the longitudinal field is given by E, = -i(4/ka2)2/( W2,j.r) volts/metre, or, substituting the values of constants, E,= -i(6*98/a2)A,1/ W.
The group velocity in a waveguide can be defined as (Lamont 1942) .
. (BI)
A method of finding the group velocity is described which it is believed gives a clearer physical picture of the relevant factors than a direct derivation from dA, , /dA, .
The results also emerge in a form well adapted for computation from the integrals required in computing the attenuation, and show how the attenuation and group velocity are related.
Results will be used which have been obtained in connection with the deformation of electromagnetic cavity resonators, as given, for example, by MacLean (1945).
Consider a portion of a loss-free corrugated waveguide formed into a resonator with a loosely fitting piston at one end as shown in figure 8 . The corrugations must also be loosely fitting, so that they can be pushed indefinitely thin and closely spaced. Let the Substituting these in (B2) and using the field equations (Al), there results
'li
where the integral in the numerator is across the corrugated section of the guide and that in the denominator is across the open part. It will be seen that the IS--2 268 R. B. R.-Shersby -Havvie integral in the numerator is proportional to the losses in the dividing wal,Is of the corrugations-which is the major part of the total losses-while that in the denominator is proportional to the power flow down the guide. Thus v / v , is very nearly proportional to the attenuation. v,lv has been computed for the case v = c, and the result is shown in figure 2 .
It is interesting to notice that an observer moving down the guide at the group velocity vg will observe no net energy flow past him, the forward flow of energy inthe centre part being balanced by the backward flow in the corrugations which are moving past the hypothetical observer. Details of the appearance of waveguide fields to moving observers have been published (Hershberger 1945 ). This confirms that the group velocity is in this case also the velocity of energy flow, and indicates another method of deriving the group velocity, A P P E N D I X C The need for .focusing FOCUSING (i) Consider a positively charged particle travelling down the waveguide Let v be also the phase velocity of the electroGaussian (mixed) units will
The particle is subjected to an outward radial force given by Fp = eEp -H, e v / c , But from waveguide theory H,= (v/c)Ep;
parallel to the axis with velocity v . magnetic wave at the same point as the particle. be used.
where e is the charge on the particle. therefore
From waveguide theory it again follows that E,, is positive in the bunching and accelerating region of the wave (i.e. the region where E, is positive and aE,/ax is negative). Hence, from (Cl), Fp is positive in this region and the guide is diffusing.
(ii) Consider a similar case where the particle velocity is U but the wave velocity is still v .
I n fact E p is always of the oppos:te sign to aE,/ax. Then, arguing as before, we find that
Hence in this case the guide would only be focusing in the bunching region if u v > c 2 ; the wave would then have a greater velocity than the particle, which would involve phase changing at intervals, but the method provides a form of focusing not obtainable with a realizable form of magnetic field, and might be valuable in a long high-energy accelerator. It is not practicable to make use of this form of focusing unless the particle velocity is fairly close to c. Magnetic focusing I t is possible to prevent the particles being diffused by immersing the accelerator in a steady longitudinal magnetic field. Ideally this field must be so designed that the particles are guided down the waveguide with the minimum expenditure of energy in the focusing magnet. This problem has not been solved to date, and we content ourselves with examining the field required to produce a particular form of guiding.
We assume that particles are to be guided down the accelerator in a helical path of small radius, Y , centred on the axis of the accelerator, and consider the case of an "equilibrium" particle, i.e. one in the stable phase position, and with constant phase angle.
Let H, and Hp be the components of a circularly symmetrical steady magnetic focusing field and let the particle position be ( p , 4, z). Now, except at the beginning of an accelerator, it is nearly true to say that the particle energy is the same as if its velocity were 2. Hence we get .....
Then the equations of motion are d(nzpZ$)/dt
Thus (C4) gives the longitudinal component of the required field. It will be seen that it is desirable that C should be finite in order to secure stability, but not too large, as this would lead to unnecessary expenditure of focusing energy in the later stages of an accelerator ; space charge should also contribute towards stability, but its effect is not easily estimated. For purposes of practical computation C is assumed negligible. There are two explanations for this, depending upon the sign of C. In one case the particles eventually follow a path parallel to the accelerator axis without any angular momentum but in a field of finite H,; although there is no focusing action, removal of H, would itself create angular momentum. I n the other case there is a residual angular momentum, which requires the focusing field to be continued.
In a practical accelerator the above formula for the focusing field does not hold near the beginning of the accelerator, since the electrons are not easily injected in bunches or in the proper direction to satisfy the conditions postulated. Calculations of the focusing field have been made for other special cases, corresponding to different electron trajectories, and the results have been surprisingly similar to the above. It is therefore concluded that the electron injection arrangements are not critical and that it is unlikely that any other trajectory can be found which would require substantially less focusing field.
Note that if C is finite the focusing field H, never vanishes.
Extension to practical cases
It has so far been the custom to design accelerating waveguides so that the It is therefore better
From waveguide theory we have fip = E,(P/x)J,(xp), where P = 2~/ h , , peak longitudinal field on the axis, E,, remains constant. to write ((24) in terms of E, and other convenient quantities.
x = (2n/ho){1 -( c/v)2}*: and v = 2 = phase velocity of wave.
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Assuming as before that the particle velocity is approximately 2.; and putting
Ep=kp COS@, where 6 is the particle-to-wave phase angle, we have from (C4) Formula (C5) has been used to compute the longitudinal axial component of the magnetic focusing induction required for the 0.5 MeV. accelerator already referred to. Figure 9 shows $, 500
B, as a function of z for a number of different values of the radio-frequency input power WO. I t should be noted that changing WO changes bath the strength' of the radio-frequency fields and the stable phase angle 6, so that the focusing field changes more rapidly than it would if due to only one of these effects. For Wo=0.5 MW. the focusing field is zero. 
